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About the topic:
Environmental control systems have proven to be a key element for indoor and
greenhouse growers, helping users to improve plant quality, control temperature and
other variables, collect useful data and an important labor-saving tool; however, only
well-designed systems will elevate an operation to optimal levels. During this webinar,
three industry experts from Argus Controls explore both the advantages and how to
optimize the use of indoor and greenhouse automation systems.

About the experts:
Eric Schmidt is Inside Sales Manager at Argus Controls. He manages a team of technical
specialists who provide automation solutions for controlled environment agriculture
in the commercial, institutional research, biotech, and cannabis sectors both nationwide and globally. Eric has been with Argus for over 28 years, enthusiastically assisting
clients with control systems, design layouts, and equipment control applications for their
horticultural projects.
Rico Garay is Key Account Manager for Argus Controls. Rico began his career in the
industry in 2015 before joining Argus in 2017 as a Business Development Representative.
Rico works with greenhouse growers and re-sellers throughout North America to find
solutions for clients in need of fully integrated greenhouse control systems.
Justin Jacobs has been Key Account Technical Manager at Argus since 2018. As part of
his role, he visits client sites throughout North America. Justin has been working with
Argus and Conviron equipment for the past six years and brings more than 20 years of
low-voltage controls experience, six years of horticulture research experience, and over
20 years of agricultural livestock management experience.
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What is a well-designed automation system?
Rico: First and foremost, a well-designed automation system is a fully
integrated system. There are things that affect your greenhouse and the
yield of your crop, such as different watering systems, fertilizer systems,
lighting, venting, heating, and cooling systems. The more of them you
include under one platform, the better position you will be in when it comes
to automation.
You will know how equipment is affecting those different dynamics within
the greenhouse, and you’ll have a macro and micro view of everything,
from what your horticultural facility is doing to what your equipment
and mechanical systems in a specific zone are doing. Such a system will
constantly collect data. Having this data will be key to help you drive
desired results.
Eric: Having the data integrated with what each piece of equipment is
doing is helpful. You can have pre-programmed parameters to know that
everything is operating within their pre-designed setpoints and operating
conditions, so you can focus on the things that are not working within that
dead band. It helps you optimize so you can spend more time with the crop.
Predictive algorithms are an advantage of a high-end control system. They
can consider outdoor climate conditions and anticipate what you need and
where you need to be with your equipment, rather than you needing to
figure it out. It allows for the environment to not have a hiccup and tries to
follow setpoints as closely as possible to keep it optimized.
Justin: It gets to a finite point because factors such as lighting levels, very
tight temperature control, and RH control are most important to increase
yield or quality. A well-designed automation system is a totally integrated
system and knowing how to control it to fine-tune your temperature control,
for example, will definitely pay dividends.
Ultimately, you are chasing optimal environmental needs which vary from
cultivar to cultivar. If you want to chase a certain VPD (vapor pressure
deficit), it is going to be difficult without a good control system. Powdery
mildew in your crop can be very detrimental while stressed plants are more
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temperature control, for
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susceptible to this and other pathogens. Therefore if your control system
does not do much – perhaps opens and closes some ridge vents but doesn’t
go into deep parameters like VPD – you’ll have a harder time optimizing
your operation.
If you have a well-designed control system, you can measure parameters like your outside temperature
and what the RH is. When you start to look at psychrometrics, you can determine what kind of equipment
(i.e. heaters) you would need to utilize to bring that down to both your temperature and RH setpoints.
Those calculations and decisions can be automated and made for you.
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Can you talk more about macro and micro views, and conditions to
understand what is happening within your greenhouse?
Rico: One of the advantages of a fully integrated control system is having visibility of what is going on
throughout the entire facility. It will give you a good view of what’s going on at your entire horticultural
facility, and you can dive deeper to see a more micro view per zone.
When looking at that zone view, you are looking not only at environmental parameters, but also comparing
them to external parameters such as the weather station data and seeing what the equipment is actually
doing. Part of an automation system – and control strategies in general – is trying to optimize how
equipment and mechanical systems are utilized.
First, understand what is going on outside, then look at the equipment within
a zone and try to create strategies around how to use it efficiently. A benefit
of greenhouses is being able to use those outdoor conditions, whether it be
through solar gain or air exchange, along with having a macro view of the
facility and a micro view of what the equipment is doing. This is crucial to a
well-designed automation system as it allows you to see cause-and-effect.
You can make decisions within your greenhouse or growing environment
related to equipment selection, a different control strategy, and more. When
you graph and see the results, you will be able to see cause-and-effect
relationships at work.
Cost is also an important consideration. You can increase your yield or
quantity, but if it’s costing substantially more to do it, then you will need to
ask yourself if you are really ahead at the end of the day. In an indoor growing
environment, you don’t necessarily have those challenges with lighting
because everything is more insulated, and many times, pre-conditioned air is
coming into those spaces.
Another point to consider is where the water is coming from – is it fresh
water, leachate, or a blend? In an indoor environment, you are often
capturing condensate water. If you can reuse water, it can add to the
efficiency of an automated facility, and therefore the design of a good
automation system. Don’t just look at why you’re watering but look at where
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you’re taking it from and why.
Justin: If you have a good automation system in place, you can add sensors
and begin identifying microclimates within your zone, then make decisions
such as adding equipment, heaters, half fans for better air circulation, etc. to try and homogenize the
environment. If your equipment is not in place and you don’t have a good automation system, you’ll be
guessing, especially with large zones in greenhouses.
Vertical farming indoors tends to be smaller because of the real estate, but in greenhouses, growers may be
making decisions on a much larger scale. Growers have made equipment changes simply because they are
able to graph and document data that clearly justifies new equipment being added, exactly where and why.
The most efficient way of cooling a room may be drawing a light shade curtain, which you can determine
with the right sensors in place. You can use this to decide if you want to keep the fans on if the light is at a
certain level. If you have a sunny day and it’s fairly cool out, you can utilize your shade curtains to help cool,
and keep the fans off.
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It may not seem like much with three or four zones, but with 50 or 60 zones in an area that has its fans off
for most of the day, it adds up to significant electricity savings, which increases your profit margins.
Automating your irrigation system is also
important. The decisions that go into it require a
lot of thought – the number of feed and branch
valves needed, whether you’re going onto
benches, if you’ll have flood floors, decisions
for watering and its timing, or are you using
thresholds of VPD. With a strong automation
system, you can address those decisions, chart
them, see the results, and rely on data to make
informed decisions in the future.
Rico: Kicking on supplemental lighting is very
expensive which makes the sun your best friend.
If we can avoid doing that, you can save a lot of
money. For example, you can utilize programs
like Daily Light Integral (DLI) to make that decision
for you.
Justin: Even if you don’t use DLI, having a good
automation system gives you additional flexibility.
If you want a 14–16-hour day and the sun is
intense enough to meet a certain threshold (e.g.,
400-500 micromoles), you can tell those lights to
turn off at that point. You can still keep your entire
photoperiod duration because the lights in the
evenings or early mornings will turn on. As soon
as that sun comes up and you meet the threshold,
the automation system will tell the lights to switch
off, which adds efficiency to the grow.
Eric: DLI is a pretty smart program. It takes into
consideration the amount of light in your area
and what you anticipate for the day. Knowing
how much your crop needs, you can manage your
actual grow lights to be able to provide that extra
amount, rather than having them on for hours at a

If you have a good automation system
in place, you can add sensors and begin
identifying microclimates within your
zone, then make decisions such as adding
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air circulation, etc. to try and homogenize
the environment.”

time because they are set on a timer. It is an easy
way to feed back into your bottom line.

What can an integrated greenhouse control system control?
Justin: An integrated controls system like Argus can control virtually everything. We mainly do horticulture
facilities which control the complete environment, the irrigation system, the nutrient delivery systems, and
CO2 injections. When talking about environment, irrigation, and fertigation, they all tie in together, which
is why full integration is so important. There are so many aspects in a horticultural greenhouse or vertical
farm, you need to control everything because it is all interrelated. People talk about injecting CO2 – but
because of our experience in the horticulture industry, we know that CO2 is just one part of that. You also
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have your whole irrigation system and need to deliver oxygen to the roots of plants in a vertical farm,
because you want to get that great quality and yield.
We can integrate with that RO or dissolved oxygen system, we know how to
control that threshold, and we can put in a purge system, alarms, and other
parameters for problems that arise such as high levels of CO2 or a problem
with the valve.
For example, if you have a large watering cycle in a specific zone, you can
see where water cycles occur via graphing, especially in spray cycles. When it
happens during irrigation, you can anticipate a heavy RH load and counteract
that by turning on certain equipment.
Rico: The best integrated indoor or greenhouse controls systems are those
when Argus (for example) is in complete control of all equipment and
mechanical systems that affect your growing environment, whether it is a
greenhouse, plant growth chamber for research purposes, an indoor vertical
farm, etc.
A common system seen in indoor vertical farming is hydronic SVHC systems.
You need a way to get the chilled and hot water to a fan coil, so you should
have a macro view of the chiller and boiler plant, and how it’s getting to
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that has its fans off for
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up to significant electricity
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the fan coil. You should have a micro view of what the fan coil is doing; the
position of your valves, speed of your fan, temperature of the water coming
into and out of the hot or chilled water coils.
You can get a macro and micro view with any kind of hydronic under bench, gutter heating, or snowmelt.
The primary loop is the boiler, which tells you about hot water generation. You also want to know about
what’s going on at the under-bench level – what’s the temperature of water that’s hitting the bench from
the boiler, or the water that’s already gone through the under-bench system and has heat loss? Can they be
blended for an optimum temperature?

How does a well-designed automation system help you be more
efficient with a central access point, and the ability to control things
remotely?
Eric: A good system knows that you don’t want to spend all day long sitting in front of the computer to see
what’s going on or visit each control panel in each zone. You want to be able to walk your crops, have a
phone or tablet in your hand to see what is going on in the environment (such as temperature and humidity
levels), and once in a while check on some equipment to make sure it’s functioning properly.
Having the ability to remotely make a test run, start it up, and shut it down allows you to perform quick checks.
Keep in mind the Argus system was designed by founders who were greenhouse growers that own
greenhouse operations, so their design and logic on why it came to exist was all behind automating
greenhouse environments.
Justin: One feature that we’ve integrated with Argus is software called Argus Live, which is a web-based app
that allows you to control your facility wherever you are. We also have TeamViewer licensed right into our
software, so our systems are built to have that versatility that you do not need to be physically at your facility.
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Alarming systems will tell you when something is wrong – for example, the RH is a little high or low in this
zone, or a piece of equipment is not functioning. All the user needs to do is review the Argus Live app,
which keeps things simple. The ability to quickly get on your system, see what is going on, and determine if
it’s a fix that needs to happen now or if it can wait until the morning is helpful.
You can decide to turn off the high-level alarm but keep the low-level alarm in place just in case – or, set a
certain threshold alarm to where if it jumps to the next threshold, it gives you another alarm. That would be
your indicator to get over to the facility immediately and address what is going on. The alarm system in any
automation system is extremely important.
The other part of this is that the controls system is built for growers. For example, if your vertical farm just
had a regular BMS system that was designed around a commercial building, it’s not going to know how
crucial temperature is, and might make wide bands such as 10-15 degrees for the alarm systems and the
RH alarm. I do not know any building control BMS that’s alarming off of RH unless you specifically request it,
which is custom programming.
VPD is another example – look for control systems with VPD built into it
as this is crucial to any horticultural crop. Determine if the system is an
automation system that came into the horticulture industry or if it was
purpose-built for the industry. It is important to know the difference between
those two systems.

Is the remote monitoring with the Argus system
compatible with both iPhone and Android?
Eric: Yes, it is agnostic. If your device is able to run a web browser, you
can run the remote access. It runs on Microsoft programs, but all devices
connecting to it can be on different types of devices running a browser.

How can people use the monitoring data to
become more efficient and reduce costs?
Rico: The first step is to trend absolutely everything you have a sensor for,

When you have a
well-designed, fully
integrated automation
system, you can see the
direct cause and effect
between what’s trending
and the desired outcome
you are looking for.”

and trend it against your parameters. This means seeing the real time values
of what is going on and comparing it to what you want to happen. Look at
the correlations between that.
When you have a well-designed, fully integrated automation system, you can see the direct cause and
effect between what’s trending and the desired outcome you are looking for. Analyzing the data should be
one of the first things you do each day when you have a fully integrated system. Look at daily, monthly, and
seasonal trends. The more data, the better; it allows you to make better decisions around how to optimize
your strategies with the equipment, and ultimately, your facility.
Try to utilize equipment that costs you the least amount of money before using other pieces of equipment.
That will be crucial to a well-run system and facility.
Eric: Exactly. Consider running stages of cooling set up and it take into consideration the different pieces
of cooling equipment available to work on a strategy, and when you want them to take effect. As you are
watching or analyzing your collected data, you may find you can change some of the staging to allow for
some of the less expensive equipment – such as natural ventilation – to run longer before other stages of
more mechanical equipment.
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You can also use data to catch an event that is occurring that would otherwise go undetected until there’s
an obvious failure somewhere. If you are monitoring them on a regular basis however, you are going to
notice deviations that you might start paying attention to, such as a pump, fan, or other type of equipment
that seems to be contributing to it going outside of its boundaries. If you did not have that data, you would
probably not be able to tell until it’s having a significant impact.
Justin: Systems that have event timers tied to all the equipment in place can tell you how many times
it turned on and off, and the duration. This can be quite advantageous for preventative maintenance
scheduling. For example, with preventative maintenance, you want to have scheduled downtime rather
than unexpected maintenance. If you have a motor running for 30,000 hours, you can set an alarm for when
the motor meets certain thresholds so you know when you might need to replace it - which is much better
than experiencing a breakdown, having to wait for a repair and disrupting your operation. This way you can
replace it proactively, log it, then reset the event timer. With that, your preventative maintenance schedule
is integrated into one system.
All these different aspects of one automation
system can help create a consistent yield. For
example, if you want tomatoes at a certain
temperature and RH, but after some research
you decide that it is a different cultivar and you
want to push it and the RH a few degrees another
direction, you can graph it and collect the data.
You can then measure the yields to see if you are
pushing in the right direction or not.

How can predictive algorithms
help you achieve peak
efficiency?
Rico: When I think of predictive algorithms, I
also like to think about conditional controls.
I think these are important when you have a
flexible automation system. Conditional controls
are normally tied to some type of critical event,
whether that be equipment failure or power loss,
that allows you to change your control strategy
based on certain criteria.
Normally, you have a way in which the control system is intended to operate – it will first utilize one piece
of equipment, then another piece of equipment second, water at another time, etc. If you have a situation
where you have a cogeneration (Cogen) system, and you know that the load of the Cogen isn’t enough
to handle the full lighting load of your horticultural facility, as soon as that kicks in, your control system has
changed because there isn’t enough power. You start to create a condition where you are prioritizing what’s
actually possible under this condition.
I think that plays well into the concept of predictive algorithms.
Eric: Being able to perform load shedding – that is a beneficial point. A good, high-end, integrated control
system can integrate the load shedding for those conditions, whereby you may be running on generator
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mode and limping through. You need to be able to shed what you deem as a low-priority equipment so
the crop can get through with the least amount of impact during that kind of situation.
Justin: To be able to integrate with all these other systems also goes back to the flexibility of your
automation system. If you want to add sensors or load shed from a Cogen system, sometimes you lose that
ability with a very rigid automated control system.
Having a flexible system in this way is important because many aspects of these different horticultural
facilities want to integrate new and old equipment. It may be a new control system, but you might be
integrating an old boom system, for example, or load shedding on lights on a generator system. Versatility
on that automation is very important.

Can you tell me what to look for in terms of after-market services
such as training?
Eric: In my experience there are several different services that we have been asked for along the way that
growers found would really help them use their system to the full extent. One of those aspects was being
able to provide ongoing training as new features come along. We have various types of training programs
available from new users to power users - where they really want to get into the real nuts and bolts about
how to make complex algorithms or create equations for highly specialized operations.
We also offer services such as system recalibration either remotely or on-site (or a combination of both). We
can perform audits of the control system and organ system, can check the programming, sensor readings,
equipment operations, and trend logs to see how processes are set up. We can review the setpoints and
types of equations being used, and perhaps find a way to optimize. When you are running your operation,
you may have added or made some tweaks to programs and over time, have found that things aren’t quite
as optimal as they could be.
By doing a full system audit, we can identify areas of improvement in terms of the way it’s being controlled
or pinpoint certain other aspects you may not be aware of.
Justin: That is a really good point, Eric. I have gone into systems and have tuned their environmental
controls and increased their yields by up to 20, 30, and sometimes 40 percent. It is important to have
somebody checking on your system regularly that has a lot of experience with control systems and knows
how to control horticultural environments.
What you thought was providing a good yield before might be able to be tuned and increase yields by a
tremendous amount. We have proven that time and time again in the past.
Rico: Another piece of that would come into various custom programming that people look for, whether it
be a different user screen design or implementation of the conditional controls I mentioned earlier. It may
be because they have new things, they wanted to add to it, but all of it would be included under the aftermarket services that a company like Argus is able to provide.

What are some ways to take leaf temperatures into account in trying
to achieve optimal VPD?
Rico: That is usually done with infrared cameras which have the ability to take either an analog signal from
that, or even a MODBUS or BACNET signal. We can utilize that as a sensor input and implement different
control strategies based on that. You are essentially utilizing that in place of a climate sensor.
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Eric: Another way to do rudimentary control that works well is to put a temperature sensor down over in
the canopy area around the leaves, so we’re measuring what the leaves are feeling right at that time. With
evapotranspiration, that could be different than what you are actually measuring in the climate, so we’ll
take that measurement plus the ambient temperature and humidity in the climate – then our algorithms will
automatically derive a VPD number based on those readings.
You can then use that number to decide how you want to manage the environment and watering for that
crop. You can bring the VPD level up or down to force the plants to start taking up more through the roots
because they’re not taking enough in or slow them down if they’re transpiring too much.

How does Argus control
irrigation booms?
Justin: Control will depend on what style boom
it is. A lot of the times we integrate with the
controller itself, so we would be enabling or
disabling it. Boom control can get quite complex
because you must integrate with a lot of sensors,
so it’s site-specific.
Eric: In some cases, your boom control can simply
be telling it to go and you let the controller do
all the zone control; watering, what it’s going to
get into which zone and where the zones start
and stop. You will also have simpler booms which
want to water left and right of the aisle separately
and have some start and stop zones. That can be
programmed into the integrated control system
and tell it which fertigation valve to use, so the
recipe can tell it which valve it wants for which
area, if it walks along the pathway down the zone
of the greenhouse.
Rico: You also need to consider what the actual PLC on the boom will allow for. We work with a lot of
different protocols, and this is more common with HVAC equipment, chiller, and boiler systems. If we can
take protocol points from it, whether it is MODBUS or BACNET, we’re just reading and writing points and
then can become more integrated with what that controller is doing.
It is important to note it does depend on what the controller allows. Usually, when you have systems of that
nature , they want to have a certain amount of control because it protects their equipment, and therefore
the warranty on that equipment.

What are the benefits of using VPD versus RH when trying to make
humidification decisions in greenhouses?
Justin: I go by “temperature always rules” in a greenhouse. When you consider VPD and add humidity,
you’re actually steering that RH to meet your VPD setpoint or demand. You can steer the wrong way if you
want to compromise temperature but drive down to a low RH. You can create a VPD environment where
some of your leaves close with a very high VP, and then you’re no longer transpiring.
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I always go by temperature first. If you are steering off of VPD, then you’re controlling that RH with a
fogging system which is great because sometimes along the way you can get that really low RH. People
often talk about dehumidifying in a greenhouse, but sometimes it is the balance – even in an indoor
vertical farm. You want to keep that VPD with good temperature if possible.
Rico: Understanding that relationship between temperature, relative humidity, and VPD is super important.
I think there is a crop element to it as well. If you are growing a crop such as orchids, you’ll want to look at
temperature, but you may also choose to have a little bit higher relative humidity based on the crop you’re
trying to grow.

What about calculating growing degree days both for indoor and
outdoor growing environments?
Eric: Integrated controls can be used to develop grower degree day-type algorithms to be able to
optimize the requirements for meeting the heating and cooling loads. It’s possible to get by with cutting
back your setpoint by 2-3 degrees if you know the total load your plant needs, even if it seems to have
received enough of the heat load. It might be able to get by for a couple of days at cooler loads.
Having a system that automatically calculates and figures out what those are
makes the grower’s job a lot easier, because you will not have to think about
how much you can set it back by, how long you can set it for, and remember
to set it back when you need to.
That is one of the powers of being able to economize on your equipment
operation and still have the plants receive what they need.

Could you provide more details on soil sensors
for nutrient analysis?
Justin: Our nutrient-delivery systems use redundant PH and EC sensors.
We also integrate with a lot of inline EC and PH sensors. Growers might be
delivering a batch water out of a batch tank that’s already been infused with
nutrients and want to measure what the EC and PH is in the batch tank and
know exactly what’s getting delivered at the table. We can also integrate with
those sensors.
However, if your batch tank is saying you are at the target that you want
it to be, but then the water goes down a long corridor (such as a large
greenhouse on a very hot, sunny day through exposed pipes), and your

I have gone into systems
and have tuned their
environmental controls and
increased their yields by up
to 20, 30, and sometimes
40 percent. It is important
to have somebody checking
on your system regularly
that has a lot of experience
with control systems.”

delivery at the tables has a different PH, you can actually stop that watering
cycle if it gets out of a certain parameter. That way, you can ensure the
delivery to your crop is exactly what you want it to be.
Eric: That also goes back to having a well-designed irrigation system, which can mitigate some of the
issues you might run into with having long lines that may be impacted through solar gain wherein what is
going to the crop is too hot or might be the wrong recipe. You should have sensors in the right locations,
and possibly have batch tanks to create more of an isolated area where recipes already exist to prevent
them from having to travel so far.
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It is useful to be able to measure those tanks on a constant basis, know what is in them, change recipes as
required, measure BC temperature, PH, total dissolved solids; pretty much anything that you can connect
to a control system we can interface with.

If someone were to decide to make the switch from their existing
control system to another control system what would that look like?
Rico: A lot of it is going to come down to your electrical infrastructure (contactors, relays, breakers, etc.).
Most of the time we’re replacing the controllers and the control signals, or the low-voltage IOs.
If your contactors, relays, breakers, and all of those are already intact and in-place, we can plug it in just like
any other control system. We are very flexible on how a customer wants to go about that; we can do it in
sections and break it down based on customer needs. For example, a customer may want to first replace
their control system, but their most critical need is the irrigation, fertigation, and water processing. They
may also want to do it on a zone-by-zone basis.

The original source of this transcript is GIE Media. This transcript has been edited from the original
for clarity and brevity.
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Founded in 1964, the CEL Group of Companies (CEL)
comprises Conviron Canada, Conviron USA, Conviron
Europe and Conviron Australia together forming the world’s
leading designer and supplier of controlled environments for
plant growth. The CEL Group also includes Argus Controls,
the leading supplier of plant-centric environmental controls
and automation systems used in greenhouse and indoor
growing facilities. Together, Conviron and Argus provide
technologies to our clients in the plant science research,
commercial horticulture, and plant-derived pharmaceutical
industries in over 90 countries around the world.
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